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The eyelids are not only provide physical protection of the ocular

these devices are not precise in distinguishing complete blinks from

the eyelids which redistributes the tear film and stabilizes the

twitching, e.g. in blepharospasm cases. The apparatus which are

surface, but also have a significant role in homeostasis of the ocular

surface by performing blinking [1]. Blinking is a vital function of
ocular surface [2]. Mechanism of blinking is precisely regulated [3]

which is important in temporarily boosting the visual performance
[4]. Ineffective blinking leads to unstable tear film and ultimately

to several ocular surface diseases including dry eye disease [2].
Examples of dysfunctional blinking are incomplete blinks, high

blink velocity, short blink intervals, forceful blinking, and low

incomplete blinks and also not able to detect the pattern and rate

of blinking in subjects with significantly fast blinking and eyelid
designed to assess the ocular surface are also capable of evaluating

the blinking [11]. However, the necessity of positioning the head
on the machine similar to slit lamp examination settings is still not
ideal for evaluating the nature of subjects’ eyelid blinking.

The second approach is developing the algorithms which are

(<10/min) or high (>25/min) blink rates. The changes in blinking

evaluating the video-tapes of the subjects’ faces, while they are

or systemic diseases, e.g. benign essential blepharospasm or

and the ability of using these algorithms on personal (e.g. cell

quality and rate could be (1) a response to ocular surface diseases,
e.g. dry eye disease, or (2) primarily originated from neurologic
Parkinson’s disease which leads to ocular surface and tear film
destabilization [5,6].

The capability of evaluating the quality and rate of blinking will

be a key element for conducting further studies on evaluating the
role of blinking in ocular health as well as considering blinking as
a biomarker of ocular and systemic diseases. Currently, there is
a significant unmet need for clinical technologies to analyze the

blinking quality and behavior. Current research on analysis of
blinking is focused on (1) fabrication of wearable devices, or (2)

reading or watching videos, to assess the parameters of blinking

and the blink rate [12-17]. Owing to simplicity of this approach
phones) or portable devices, this strategy has a promising

potential to be translated into a clinically-validated module for
evaluation of patients’ blinking. This strategy has the application

of notifying the patients while their blinking pattern or rate is not
in the normal range. For example, it can notify the individuals with

long hours of screen exposure to increase their blinking [14] or
detect the abnormal blink rate or eyelid twitching in cases with
blepharospasm indicating the necessity of treatment intervention.

In general, obtaining information from individuals’ blinking

development of video analyses algorithms. Examples of wearable

pattern, quality and rate could be a novel tool for detecting

blink quality and rate, the presence of a device over the face or on

measurements and then provide robust report is obvious.

devices are including glasses or headsets with sensors [7-10].

Although these devices can detect the blinking and evaluate the
the head could alter the typical behavior of the subjects. Moreover,

and managing ocular and systemic diseases. Currently,

lack

of a clinically-validated technology to perform the blinking
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